Universal m1 carbine parts diagram

The standard adopted by U. Army Ordnance for the U. There is no other standard. Ordnance
standards were established based on research and development, testing, field use of the
carbines during WWII, and more. These standards insured the parts were interchangeable
between all of the U. GI carbines, regardless of manufacturer. They also set the requirements
each part would have to meet to pass inspection, not only by the manufacturer but also by U.
Army Ordnance inspectors assigned to the manufacturing facilities of each of the primary
contractors making carbines. If a manufacturer didn't get it right, it didn't go out the door on a
finished carbine. If a manufacturer consistently and repeatedly didn't get it right they risked
losing their contract. Almost all of the post war commercial carbine manufacturers started out
using as many of the surplus GI carbine parts as they could get. As the availability of each part
dried up, each commercial manufacturer made, or subcontracted to be made, a commercially
manufactured part that would fill the role of it's GI counterpart. While these commercially
manufactured parts may have been dimensionally the same as a GI part, none of them were
manufactured using the standards established by U. Army Ordnance. The new "standard"
became whatever "worked" and was cost efficient. Commercial manufacturers could get by with
parts that didn't meet the standards of U. Ordnance as their carbines were mostly made for the
average citizen during peace time, not soldiers subjecting their carbines to conditions common
during a war. If a commercial carbine and it's parts were manufactured to GI dimensions, then
they were "GI compatible" , meaning they could be interchanged with all other parts
manufactured to GI dimensions, including the surplus GI parts. Most, but not all, commercial
carbine manufacturers attempted to stick to these dimensions and interchangeability. Some did
it better than others. Buying a Replacement Part The first thing you need to determine is if the
part you want to replace is "GI compatible". The table below lists the commercial carbine
manufacturers and identifies which ones made carbines that have "GI compatible" parts. If a
carbine and it's parts are GI compatible, the best replacement part is one that was manufactured
for U. Army Ordnance surplus GI parts-see bottom of page. There are plenty still available and
still in very good condition with many years of service left in them. If the cost is above what you
want to pay for a part, the commercially manufactured parts are an option. Realize the quality
control standards are an unknown. Most GI compatible parts will work. The questions is, how
well and for how long. Most parts will wear out quicker and need to be replaced sooner than
their GI equivalent would. The following parts should be inspected occasionally and replaced
before the wear becomes excessive. A few commercial companies may have manufactured and
hardened them to the high standards necessary for safety. The problem is knowing which
commercial manufacture did and how to identify their parts from those who didn't. The
markings used by U. Ordnance contracted companies for quality control served a purpose.
Commercial equivalents rarely have identifiable markings. Testing each part requires equipment
and expertise that is cost prohibitive. I do not endorse retailers. There are plenty of other
retailers, just do an internet search on what you want to buy and shop around. Like any other
internet auction website, common sense and caution when dealing with people you don't know
is advised. On the links page there are links to parts suppliers I have found to be honest and
reliable. GI Parts U. Ordnance redesigned a number of parts, several more than once. A few of
these changes were important enough to merit replacing the earlier part with the later variant
when the carbine could be inspected by U. Ordnance personnel. None of these changes were so
critical as to merit a massive recall. One of the unique things about the U. GI M1 Carbine is
almost all of the parts are backwards and forwards compatible regardless of whatever change
was made. The few exceptions aren't realistically an issue when buying replacement parts. The
earlier parts tend to be less common and more expensive. The later parts generally tend to be
more common and less expensive. A few of the later parts manufactured after WWII are still
available in new unissued condition. A basic introduction to the markings found on various
surplus GI parts is included on the bottom of the Nomenclature page. Erma's Firearms
Manufacturing Co. Steelville, MO. Rowen, Becker Company, Inc. Waterville, OH. Steelville
Manufacturing Co. Barrel Band with bayonet lug, as opposed to bands without the bayonet lug
accuracy. Slides with angled face above chamber deflects spent casings away from chamber.
Magazine Catch with the letter M on it's face, or an M2 mag catch works with both 15 and 30
round magazines-the M has nothing to do with the mfg. Rotary Safety as opposed to push
safety eliminates pushing the wrong button. Adjustable Rear Sight, adjusts for windage and
elevation accuracy. Several parts, such as the slide, were difficult to machine correctly.
Commercial manufacturers began encountering a number of problems previously encountered
by those who had initially designed and redesigned parts for the. These issues were not
specific to Universal Firearms and can be encountered by any company intent on making a
functional replica of the U. As with most firearms each design has it's strengths and
weaknesses and the original carbine design was no exception. Universal's solution to these

problems was to significantly redesign their carbines. To a degree the end result should no
longer be viewed as a replica of the U. While similar in appearance and using the same cartridge
the majority of their carbine and it's parts were no longer interchangeable with parts used with
their earlier carbines, the replica carbines made by other manufacturers and the surplus GI
parts for the original U. This major change has been the cause of much criticism as Universal's
hybrid has historically been compared to carbines of the design of the U. The change did create
a number of minor problems Universal worked out over time. If the hybrid design was flawed to
the degree some have claimed no company would have survived this long making only their
hybrid carbines. Abe Seiderman, inventor of the design, authored a letter to customers giving
an overview of some of the changes and why they were made. The letter may be viewed here:
Comparing Virtues of Universal's. Carbine Design. Underside of the slide showing a small
groove, the key, and the set screw that holds they key in place. Provided courtesy of Mark
Cerasuolo. Download the Universal M-1 Carbine manual circa covers models with slide that had
integrated slide key PDF format, 3. The Vulcan slide action. The download for the Owner's
Manual used is available at "Maxicon. Maxicon includes further information on the Universal
carbines, including an accessories catalog from the late 's. If you own a Universal Firearms. If
you find even a small amount of damage do not fire the weapon. Any doubts whatsoever should
be addressed by examination of the carbine by a competent gunsmith. Keep in mind these
particular carbines are also now over 40 years old and well used firearms. The position, angle
and diameter of the hole in the barrel known as the gas port is critical to the operation of the
carbine. Altering any of these can create a snowball affect on everything that depends on the
proper operation of these parts. The photographs that follow are a good example of this.
Download the letter authored by Abe Seiderman explaining his purchase of Universal Firearms
in and the work done under Universal Container Corp. PDF format. Order by:. Available to:.
Bayonet is nice. It is smooth to the touch. No rust. Leather handle appears to have little to no
wear. With proper scabbard will be excellent set. Email questions. WW 2, U. M-1 Carbine Stock.
Original M1 30 Caliber Carbine 3 or 5 rd Magazine. What you see is what I have. Hopefully you
do. Please review the pictures. Part looks unmarked, many WWII real ones are unmarked. Not
sending this item outside of the USA. Please let me know if you have any questions or
additional pictures that you may need. M Cal. You are bidding on 1 WW2. Non-Firing U. M1A1
Paratrooper Carbine. This U. This item is for display and collection purposes only. This item can
not be converted to shoot a lethal round or projectile. This item has a permanent blazed orange
plug in the end of the barrel. This legendary and most dependable rifle that made a name for
itself in the hands of U. It has an authentic look and hefty feel. Just like the original. Made with
hard wood stocks, sturdy zinc metal and functional parts, removable magazine, bayonet lug,
leather cheek pad, adjustable O. This is a premier collector's replica, perfect for a historical
display in your home or office. This M1A1 Paratrooper Carbine non-firing replica is true to the
original carried by our troops. Length of this replica folded is 25 inches. Thank you for looking
at my auction. Please Check out my other items listed here on E-Bay! If you have any questions
please email me and I will respond as soon as possible. All payments are due within 5 days of
auction close. Thanks Again and good luck with your bidding! Ebay please be advised the seller
complies with all of the rules for listing this product including the following. Code Title Section
4 This item has all the legal markings required by Local. State and Federal Law. Brand New.
Since the dies are Carbide, lube is not necessary. Lee M1 Carbine reloading dies, used. Any
questions. Please feel free to email us. Please check out our other moulds. Dies, conversion kits
etc. Green Canvas Rifle Case. Rumley CO. This type of weapons case was used from to the late
's by US troops to store and transport their M-1 Carbines or anything else that would fit inside.
With a padded fleece lining inside and also comes with an inside ID pocket. It comes with a
heavy duty brass zipper and has been double stitched. Upon E-bay notification of the winning
auction please complete payment though PayPal for immediate shipping. Feedback will be left
on all auctions. Cartridge for the M-1 Carbine or Rifle. You are bidding on two 's dated M1
carbine belt pouches. I am always tyraveling due Thank you for your understanding. Please
have a look at all my other auctions running at this moment Free Not registered shipping. Happy
bidding. WWII U. M1 Carbine Recoil Screw. These would be correct for the following Carbine
manufacturers: Inland. IBM, and Standard Products. Overall condition is excellent. Cosmoline is
free. You are purchasing one screw from package. Thanks for looking and hopefully bidding on
our items. All of our items are genuine USGI and guaranteed to be both original and serviceable
unless noted specifically in our ads. We offer a full 7 day refund on all of our products if they
are not as we advertised. We specialize in quick shipping and great customer service. Please
feel free to contact us with any and all questions regarding any of our items. We are happy to
combine shipping on our items but due to our quick shipping times we cannot combine
shipping on items which have already been processed. We typically have multiples of our items

so please feel free to contact us with special request and quantities available. This item has no
effect or bearing on the firing of the weapon. It is legal to own in all 50 states and is not
prohibited under ebay rules. On Aug at PDT. H Steinen. All marked. US and in excellent
condition overall. See photos for further details, clarification, and condition. M1 Carbine Trigger
Spring Tool. Here is a nice new pair of M1 carbine tools The Gas nut wrench and a trigger spring
tool. I thought I sold out of these a few years back. However I found If you only want the gas
wrench check my other auctions I have the last loner listed. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free
shipping. M1 Carbine Fire Pin. M1 Carbine Fire Pin coded W. High quality tool for installing the
front sight on the M1 Carbine. Precision made in USA. Free Shipping. Money back guarantee.
Made from milled steel We sell the USGI version of the front sight install tool also, but this
simple inexpensive tool works just as well, and saves you money! Just mount the sight into the
tool, and tap it onto the barrel until it is where you want it. It is available in two versions, one for
the milled sight and one for the stamped sight. Most people have the milled sight. Please
specify which sight you have when purchasing. Check out the picture if you are not sure, the
stamped M1 sight was made from two pieces of steel and the milled M1 sight is one solid piece
of steel. It includes the trigger operation springs. Hammer spring, safety spring with plungers,
and magazine catch spring and plunger. Listed as used, some are new old stock, all are
excellent quality. Enlarge and take a close look at the photo it is representative of the sight you
will receive. Check out my! Please read all the"stuff" below to help avoid confusion and
disappointment after the sale! Please contact me with any problems or concerns before leaving
LESS than 5 star positive feedback. Before leaving less th an positive feedback. Give me an
opportunity to make things right with you. I am not in business to rip you off. I sell only quality I
will leave positive feedback for all satisfactorily completed transactions. I will answer ASAP.
Pertinent questions will be posted for your information. Addresses only. Stop asking. I won't
change my mind. Please use Ebay's checkout cart for fast and easy combined shipping on
multiple purchases. We try to identify and c ombine multiple purchases made the same day
when feasibl e Refunds for excess shipping will be made to your PayPal account. Buy it now"
sales require immediate payment through PayPal. Auctions must be paid within 7 days or item
may be reported as"unpaid" and relisted. That is the whole concept of an auction. Items are
described to the best of my ability. I never deliberately conceal damage or flaws. Returns will be
accepted. But I ask that you be fair: If an incorrect item was shipped. If you just chang. This kit
contains. Email with any questions. Items are sold as is. Thanks for looking. Available to ship in
USA only! Listed as used but this is actually fresh from its original USGI wrapping. Still covered
with cosmoline. In perfect condition whether for your collection or actually to use for removing
the gas piston nut and servicing your M1 Carbine. I sell only quality products that I use and
approve of If you just changed your mind. Feel YOU bid to high. You are bidding on ONE each
of the wrench. NO BOX. I used two wrenches in the first picture to show top and bottom sides at
the same time; However. You are purchasing only one wrench. I also included an example of a
box so you could see where it came from: US Gov't Rossford ordnance depot; However. You
are not purchasing the box. These are the exact same as my other listing. It's just that a couple
of boxes had NO tag. Below is the same reference info from my other listing M1 Carbine Wrench
in original government ordnance depot packaging. Operations Route Sheet for cal. M1A1, M2,
and M3, page 59, Operation 10, this wrench is used to'Remove gas cylinder pisto n and nut, if
necessary' Were probably made to the spec's of the Springfield Armory Ordnance The pictures
are an example. All are mid 50's. For shipping outside the U. Please contact me first. We do NOT
ship to all countries. Note: We check the email Monday- Friday. We are closed Saturday and
Sunday. For international customers: I will ship and do whatever U. Customs form s that the U.
Government requires as directed through ebay or PayPal. I have inserted this paragraph to
comply with eBay export requirements Posted with. We specialize in quick shipping and great
customer M1 carbing Inland OI bolt. Looks to be in good used condition. It appears to be in
good condition. But it does have a crack, thats been repaired. Handguard is included, barrel
band latch is not. Please see pics. They are part of description. Don't miss out on this classic.
Buyer is the expert. Email me with any questions. Will only ship to lower 48 states. Sold as is.
All sales final. I will pack to the best of my ability. But will not be responsible after item ships.
No Warranty Expessed or Implied. By bidding on this item you are accepting the terms and
conditions of auction. Or they will be canceled. M1 Carbine Disconnect lever. Up for sale is one
M1 Carbine Buttplate manufactured by Winchester. These buttplates exhibit the checkering
pattern that would be correct from early 5. They are all in good condition but may have minor
dings etc from 70 years of use. Due to the beautiful nature of the finish I am assuming these
have been reparkerized. Brown areas in pics are either cosmoline. Wood, or both. This item will
ship via USPS. This item is for sale in the USA only. On Jan at PST. Seller added the following
information: Thank you for Looking. No international bidders please. Florida residents pay 6.

Buyer must contact us within 3 business days. Payment must be received within 7 days of
auctions end. PayPal accepted. Please reply with your name and shipping address. As we like
to pre-package all items. INC N. These are in very good condition and completely original. I have
several of these therefore the pictures are representative of the one s you will receive. Some of
them have unit markings etc inside owning to their originality and use. Please feel free to ask
questions regarding this item. Please feel On Apr at PDT. Seller added the following
information:. I don't know the age of this item. It is 4 inches long. Has a few rust spots. See
pictures. This is a Winchester marked slide. There is a letter W stamped in the channel area and
also a larger W stamped in the area that is between the 2 barrel lugs. My camera doesn't take
the greatest detail photos. But the letters can be seen in the 2nd photo fairly well. The slide also
has the number stamped on the underside 4th photo The slide has a dark greenish parkerized
finish. I am no expert, but I believe this part may have been arsenal refinished. If it was, it does
not look like it was used after the refinish. It actually may not have been used before it was
refinished. A lot of NOS parts were probably refinished just for something to do to keep busy.
All in all, this is a very nice I have listed this part as used, but it is possible that it is actually
NOS. I do not know for certain, so I listed it as used. Traditional paper forms of payment will
gladly be accepted and are preferred, as well as Pay Pal who are not my Pal This might be a
good time to locate parts for future use before Diane; the Wicked Witch of the East Coast,
attempts to relieve of us of our God given rights. Thank-you for viewing my auction. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions you may have regarding this auction. M1 carbine 10
round clips with pouch and dust covers korean war. M1 carbine 10 round clips with pouch and
dust covers korean war one stamped U one stamped A1. Sold as replacement parts. Dated It is
very good vintage conditions. Please see pic. Thank for l k. Have a nice day. Please see my!
We'll Ship to Worldwide by Thailand Postage. If you have any question please ask me. Shipping
Cost. USA M1 Carbine. It is still pliable, no cracks and the bottom piece is intact. What You see
is what You. It is 71 years old and has seen some use. Remington Arms. These are type with
Flat Tip used later in production. International Silver. These are the real deal military contract
oilers guaranteed not reproductions. Take a look and buy accordingly. Please Note! This item is
legal to own in all fifty states. It is both ebaY and California compliant. Always scroll to the
bottom of the page to check on auction updates. Keep you head low and protect yourself from
snipers! Insurance is always at the request of and paid by the buyer. The quicker you pay. The
quicker I ship. Contact within Payment in ten 10 days. If you are bidding on Z3BigDaddy
auctions ending later, I can wait and combine. If you win multiple auctions please ask for total
price before paying as I do combine if possible. If you have any reason to give other than 5 star
rating let me know. IO" in Slingwell in very good shape! Springfield Armory using inland stock!
No evidence of refinish, some evidence of rack storage. Extremely nice stock! US Bidders only.
All metal except recoil plate included! Posted with. These scabbards were used by motorized
divisions on jeeps. Trucks and motorcycles. This leather scabbard is used, see photo's for
Condition. The leather is supple, it is not dried and cracking. All of the stiching is intact and not
frying. It has all Three Original Leather Straps with the hooks, which are usually missing. The
end plug is present and tight. The markings are faint and difficult to read. Don't miss your
chance to bid. For all you collectors of the M1 Carbine. Please use shipping calculator for
shipping cost to your area. Payment accepted via Paypal. Most items shipped with in two
business days of receiving payment. If you have any questions. Please allow us enough time to
respond prior to the end of the auction. Check out our other Auctions and our Ebay Store.
Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your active items.
Wooden Inland M1 Carbine stock with four rivet handguard. The stock is used. But free of
cracks or splits. There is tape residue on the handguard and stock barrelrest. Metal buttplate is
present but appears unmarked. Please check my current listings for another M1 carbine stock.
Offered is an original World War II vintage. This barrel is in very good used condition and shows
very little use. It was manufactured by the Marlin Firearms Co. The bore is bright and shiny and
is what I would call new and looks to be nearly unfired but I will call it very good to excellent just
to be safe. The chamber looks to be perfect. The external finish is in good condition with a few
small wear spots but nothing bad at all. The barrel is stripped of all parts. There are no import
marks on the barrel that I can find. If you have been waiting for a really nice Marlin barrel for
your National This one is for you. I have tried to describe this item completely but please see
picture for the best description. In this case a picture is worth a thousand words! Please ask
any questions you might have before placing your bid. Selling on Ebay has been a fun way of
parting with some of the things I've accumulated over the years but I find that I have gathered
too much so please bid wisely as I don't accept returns. I accept Paypal only. I will only ship to
United States addresses. Thank you for looking and Good Luck! See Pictures. The orignal
canvas carring case with very little if any signs of wear. The zipper works great. The canvas is

excellent, the leather pieces are all in very good condition. Any questions please email me. This
auction must be paid for within 3 days of the auction close. On Feb at PST. Seller added the
following information: The only stamping i can find on this is very small and its a C with a 4
inside of it. I put a picture on. But its hard to see. I just cant get that close up to it. M1 Carbine
Stripper clips 10 pack. A great addition for any M1 Carbine collector. Condition is nice with
some rust spots. Powered by Frooition Pro Shop Search. Click to close full size. Item
Description. Made of thick Green Canvas with two compartments. Marked with U. This would be
the correct issue for your M1 Carbine. Exactly like the one used by U. Troops during WW2.
Marked Biscayne Tent and Awning as you can see in the picture. Brand New item. International
Bidders if your country is not listed below please contact me first! I will not ship to Russia or
any of its former Republics. China and India. All overseas items will ship by United States
Priority mail. If your country is on the list below I will ship to you if not contact me first to see if I
ship to Please email with any questions. Free shipping in the continental United States. If you
use pay pal I will only ship to your pay pal confirmed address. Please check out our Ebay store.
We offer an extensive selection of top-quality reproduction and original militaria from around
the world spanning several time periods. We travel the world looking for new items to bring to
our customers. We work directly with the manufacturer during product development to make
sure you have the most accurately reproduced item possible. Most of our items are made
exclusively for us. You will not find the exact same one anywhere else. We spend a lot of time
on product development to insure each product is correct. Whenever possible the items are
patterned directly from the originals. Each product is thoroughly researched using one or more
of the following methods. We have here. A vintage M1 carbine magazine pouch with little or no
use. It is marked inside as follows: Pocket, ammunition magazine caliber. All of the letters and
number are crisp and clear. If you have questions about delivery, please contact your local
United States Post Office. It has the proof mark of the German Bundesministerium der
Verteidigung Federal Ministry of Defense The adaptor attaches to the front sight and is held in
place by means of spring tension. But he cannot sit on it. William Ralph Inge. Nice working
sight. Think this was original WW2 issue late in the war as my books indicate the I. R CO
without was original issue. Later rebuild sights had a draw added. This sight is dirty but should
clean up well. Has a phospate finish not green. Pics should tell the story but please ask
questions. MADE I want you to be happy with your winning item. When the item is returned in
the exactly same condition as sent I will refund you purchase price less shipping and less any
Ebay or Paypal fees incurred. M1 carbine replacement part. It's a Type I. It has three welds along
the top band. Appears to be a parkerized finish. Was told it's a rare part. Old Stock from retired
gun dealer. Found among other M1 parts. I am not a gun expert and know very little about these
items. But it appears to be in good condition to me. Winning bidders of more than one auction
can save on shipping. Certain restrictions may apply. No International buyers. Buyer's
responsibility to pay customs fees. Duties, import taxes, and related charges. Any questions?
Please contact me for more information. M1 Carbine parts, 5 round magazines. M1 Carbine
parts. Trigger guard marked'Q-NL' With push button safety and new style mag. The hammer is
relief cut on it's right side as pictured. The sear? The magazines have rust on them. All other
parts are NRA vg-exc. I believe the long springs are also M1 carbine along with the other
springs and parts as they were all bagged together when found. For any other needs please
contact me prior to the end of bidding. Thank you for looking. My kindest regards, AC.
Condition is good: strong spring. Mechanically sound, finish shows some minor wear of bluing
and very minor rust, with some dried cosmoline. This would be for an Inland M1 Carbine. M1
carbine 10 round magazine AYP marking cood c0ndition. This is a 10 round M1 carbinw
Magazine. It has AYP markings? It is in good working condition. A very slight rust spots here
and there. I am not an expert on this item, so please ask questions prior to bidding. Once I list, I
run it, I do not stop the auction for a quick sale. If you send me a check, I will send it back to
you. If you live outside of the USA, shipping is a different price. This Buy It Now sale is for one 1
M1. These are Inland marked sears in excellent condition. Look at the picture and buy with
confidence. Contact within three 3 days. These rifle grease pots are designed to be stored in the
butt trap of M1 Garand or M rifles or issued with M1 Carbines. These are original. Vintage
Lubriplate A grease pots from the original packaging. Please enlarge the photo as they will help
determine the condition for yourself. Give me an opportunity I sell only quality products that I
use and approve of personally. Gross error or omissi. The ammo shown is NOT for sale. It's
only to demonstrate the two stripper clips and how it was packed. An original bandoleer.
Incomplete without the ammo and without two 2 stripper clips. Carbine OD Bandoleer. This
bandoleer was originally loaded with rds of. This auction includes the following: One Carbine
Bandoleer. The early style Carbine Strippers have a guide that you cannot remove and they are
attached to each stripper clip. Our bandoleer has the following markings: CAL. Please ask any

questions you may have and check the pictures for extra detail. This is a No Return item unless
it's misrepresented All. Gromments are turning green. You are bidding on one military surplus
M1 Carbine Repack Kit. It includes a 6 pocket bandolier. These are the nicest bandoliers I've
seen in a long time. The clips may have been used once and they're in very good condition. This
is a very nice original repack kit. Your satisfaction is guaranteed! Please note that these clips
and bandoleer are not from the WW11 era. But they will work perfectly with M1 Carbines from
any period. Attention Ebay: The cardboard silencers are not gun silencers. Cannot be screwed
onto a barrel or have anything to do with a gun or keeping a gun quiet. They are used to keep
the shells quiet Shipping label, packing materials, etc. These are actual shipping cost and I
never inflate the shipping charge to make money off of it, as many sellers do. Depending on
your location and the items purchased, you may even pay less than the actual cost. Due to
several reasons, including the high cost of USPS shipping and their rate increases, I was forced
to discontinue the free shipping option on most of my items. I'm very sorry for the change, but I
still charge the lowest shipping on Ebay. For sale is M1 Carbine Repack Kits. Included in each
one is 1 six pocket bandoleer 12 stripper clips 1 charger and 6 cardboard inserts. The latest
ones I have inspected have not had the black safety pin. So I can't guarantee that they will have
one. So some may and some may not. These are excellent condition USGI surplus. All will be LC
marked but numbers after LC may vary. Pictures are stock pictures but all repack kits will be in
similar condition. M1 carbine bayonet. Bayonet is used. Will have signs of use but will be in
reasonable condition. Good tight leather handle. This auction is for the bayonet only. No
scabbard. Overall length is approx. Standard military rifle grease. These are full for your use
with your M1 Garand or Carbine. I will combine shipping. Email with any questions! Thanks for
looking! Payment or email with regard to payment is expected within 3 days after auction
please. Shipping will be made next day or two after payment is received. Flat rate if large or
heavy item. Large envelope for quilts and such. Most all items will get delivery confirmation. I
very often can combine shipping on items if I have warning at auction close. Out of Country you
must be patient. Takes while to arrive first class, If you want it faster request priority This is the
earlier mag catch Type A without the M stamped on the end. The inside face is stamped PR-B.
The finish is original and has never been redone. Ref: J. Harrison publication on M1 Carbines.
Payment is due within 3 days of auction end. Shipping only to the 50 United States. Item will be
mailed upon receipt of payment. Here's 4 pieces of paper from July PM Magazine on
troubleshooting issues on 4 guns. They are the M1. The 2 machine gun papers are 2-sided as
pic'd and the 2 rifle ones are 1-sided and would be suitable for framing. They are once fired
USGI stripper clips. They are in excellent condition with all tabs and no rust. I can combined
shipping on multiple orders. Please message me if you have won multiple listings of mine so I
can combine shipping. Thanks for looking and please check out my other items! Perfect
condition, this is a complete set, we also have the original metal disk that needs to be placed on
the wood of the rifle with the screws only markings that could bee seen are from storage. But
item looks brand new! Get yours now! Its a reprint. Not from the 40's. No greasy fingerprints or
oil smudges in it. Its in great shape. I can ship internationally for a small additional charge. I can
do a pick up too. Please Bid and often and please pay on time. Thanks a millions. Thanks Guys.
Recoil plate is marked SG for Saginaw. Nice Parkerized finish with screw. Imperial Rifle Bayonet
M1 Carbine. Item is in very good to excellent condition. Good working ejector. Bayonet is solid,
sturdy, with a little looseness on the barrel. In , black, checkered, plastic grips were adopted.
These were molded in two pieces and held by two machine screws and bolts. Because the
leather grips deteriorated badly many different substitutes were tested, plastic grips being the
final solution. A beautiful WWII collectible! M1 Carbine 2 Mag Pouch. This pouch is not torn or
snagged. It is in great shape. Please ask any questions you may have before bidding. Pick this
ammo pouch up for less than anyone else on ebay. I accept paypal only. Unless you contact me
to talk to me about other payment methods. There will be no returns accepted on this item.
Payment is expected within 48 hours of auctions end. Fits M1 Carbine knife. WWII Pommel.
Bayonet is in excellent condition. Scabbard is broken on the bottom tip. Sold as a Historical
Item only. Buyer must be 21 years of age to bid. Marked at the guard A. Correct 6 grooved
leather handle. Pommel and guard are tight. Please see Pictures. E-mail me with any questions
before bidding. I accept Paypal. Payment must be received with in 4 days of auction end.
Extractor marked"W. Belived to be made by: The Standard Products Company. Port Clinton,
Ohio. Information of Interest: One of the many challenges facing Standard Products was where
to obtain the personnel necessary to manufacture their M1 Carbines. Port Clinton. Ohio was a
rural area with other wartime industries competing for a workforce. Early in WWII units were
commonly made up of enlisted personnel from the same towns and counties. At the Battle of
Bataan units made up of male residents of the Port Clinton area were wiped out by the
Japanese. When Standard Products announced they needed employees to manufacture M1

Carbines. Many of these workers already had jobs elsewhere. When an evening shift was
started to boost carbine production, many residents stepped forward and took on the second
job. The above information is coppied from the following site ttp:bavarianm1carbines.
Description Please supersize and examine photos closely above. They are being used to
describe this ebay item and it's condition. Below I will add any written details that I feel the
photos do not or cannot represent. Details: Measures 8. If you have more questions about this
item please ask I would be happy to answer them. Shipping U. Buyers Since the majority of my
customers typically choose to send there items uninsured I have made uninsured USPS as the
first choice for shipping on this item. If you want Thank you! Used, or vintage, they are offered
in"AS-IS" condition. Since"used" items can have many issues it is many times impossible for
me to list, see, or know all the flaws; however I will always try to describe the item to the best of
my ability and provide pictures that are representative of the item s condition, but if an item is
being sold as"used" it is being sold"as is" My descriptions will be as honest and as accurate as
possible; but because I'm no expert your comments and corrections are most welcome. Feel
free to email me your questions or comments before you bid, I will gladly insert your correction
in my listing, or answer your question. All of my merchandise is guaranteed! I give refunds on
clear. Non-disputable misrepresentation that is brought to my attention. For example if I said
that an item. MAY Pictured are two M1 Carbine magazines. Other is marked MN. M1 Carbine
Type 1 I. One M1 Carbine I. M Type 1 rear flip sight. Has the letters IN B on the left side. Shipping
in the U. A only. If you have any questions please let me know. InkFrog Analytics. Offered is an
original Korean War M-1 carbine magazine pouch. Pouch is marked on inside flap. Pouch is in
very nice condition with little to no signs of use. Stitching is strong with no staining or marking.
Actual item pictured is exact item winning bidder will receive. Item pictured is actual item
winning bidder will receive- I will combine shipping on multiple items purchased- International
bidders please contact me prior to bidding- Acceptable methods of payment are Paypal. Other
methods may be available as well. Full payment must be received within 10 days after auction
end;otherwise item will be made available to other buyers. USPS shpg. Froo This is a used
factory original complete trigger assembly for a Universal M1 carbine. This is one of the
cleanest ones I've had. Most of them are banged up and have a lot of paint missing. These fit
only the later model Universal brand carbines that were made with 2 recoil springs. It does not
fit the USGI and other commercial makes. This item may have small dings. Missing paint or
imperfections as shown. I combine postage so if you win more than one of my auctions wait till I
send you a corrected invoice before paying. Please pay by Paypal. This is a set of used factory
original recoil springs and guides for a Universal M1 carbine. These are somewhat scarce.
These fit only the later model Universal brand carbines. They do not fit the USGI and other
commercial makes. These items appear to have seen very little usage but may have small dings
or imperfections as shown but no rust or pitting. Universal M1 Carbine Complete Bolt. This is a
used factory original bolt for a Universal M1 carbine. It appears to have seen very little usage
but may have small dings. Blue wear or imperfections as shown but no rust or pitting. This is a
used factory original operating rod or slide for a Universal M1 carbine. This slide fits only the
later model Universal brand carbines that were designed with 2 recoil springs. Auction is for a
type 2 sear marked R. Markings are clear. Part is in good condition with no finish wear. Pitting,
or damage. M1 carbine magazine korean war mag 30cal m-1 nos WWII 10 round. It has never
been unwrapped. Ask questions and please pay. Marked on package. This slide will work in an
M1 also but is needed for an M2 to operate properly. To arrange payment with another source
please contact us. Domestic orders will be processed and shipped within 24 hours. Buyer will
receive a email with shipping and tracking information. M1 Carbine Rockola Type 1 highwood
stock. Rockola marked type 1 highwood stock. In excellent condition, with minor scratches and
scrapes, no missing wood or cracks. I got this stock in a carbine parts lot. I do not know
whether it has been sanded or refinished. It has RMC in the slingwell, and Rockola cartouche on
the right side, no other marks. There are no type 2 or 3 barrel band marks on the nose. You will
be proud to put this stock on your collector grade, or shooter carbine. No metal is included
except recoil plate screw nut. This is a very rare stock in the original configuration. NO returns,
refunds, or exchanges. Please know what you are bidding on, I'm not responsible for your
errors or changes of mind. On Mar at PDT. Seller added the following information: There are NO
cracks. Holes, missing wood, or damage to this stock. The lines on the right side of If the stock
was sanded it was very lightly, as is shown in the photos of the stock markings. Seller added
the following information: Added pics. Seller added the following information: As it states in the
ad. No international sales. M1 Carbine Infrared sniper scope mount complete with barrel clamp.
Used but in great shape. There are no other markings that I can find on the mount. All screws,
nuts and bolts appear to be present. Average storage wear, slight surface rust with NO pitting.
Some of the mounts have traces of black paint or finish. Weaver or the M82, M84 sniper scopes

to your M1 Carbine. These wont last long. Get one while supplies last! Small quantity located.
On Dec at PST. Seller added the following information: Military surplus mounts imported out of
Europe. Very limited quantities. Supplies running out. Will be importing the Infrared
sniperscope sets soon. M2 and M3 models will be available in the original storage chests with
accessories. Offered is a very hard to find. Both the fabric and the metal show light wear with
some stain spots on th
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e backside and slight fraying, but very limited. This C Tip Sling has no maker's marks on the
fabric. PayPal only accepted. Please take advantage of the"zoom in" feature when looking at the
photographs. The photos along with my description accurately depict this item so please ask
questions before you bid as I do not accept returns. Made with in Austin, TX. M1 carbine 10
round clips with pouch and dust covers korean war M1 carbine 10 round clips with pouch and
dust covers korean war one stamped U one stamped A1. Remington Arms Remington Arms. M1
carbine replacement part M1 carbine used replacement part with spring and plunger. M1
Carbine parts, 5 round magazines M1 Carbine parts. M1 carbine magazine korean war mag 30cal
m-1 nos WWII 10 round original wwii to korean war m1 carbine magazine nos in original wrapper
as you can see the floor plate is coming thru the wrapper just a little bit i will not unwrap it. M1
Carbine Rockola Type 1 highwood stock Rockola marked type 1 highwood stock.

